The final books in these series will be published in 2016.
If you don’t see it in our catalogue, it might be coming out later in the year – check back soon!
For definitions of key words used in the book descriptions, flip to page 8

Aguirre, Ann
IMMORTAL GAME
SERIES
1. Mortal Danger
2. Public Enemies
3. Infinite Risk

Agreeing to join the mysterious Kian's magical faction to
exact revenge on a group of bullies who have tormented her,
Edie transforms into a beautiful girl and begins to sabotage
the bullies' inner circle only to discover dark truths about
Kian's world.
Key words: urban fantasy, horror, compelling

Boorman, Kate
WINTERKILL SERIES
1. Winterkill
2. Darkthaw
3. Heartfire

When the revered leader of her settlement, a dark, isolated
land with merciless winters and puritanical rulers, asks
Emmeline for her hand it is a rare opportunity, but not only
does she love another man, she cannot ignore dreams that
urge her into the dangerous and forbidden woods that took
her grandmother's life and her family's reputation.
Key words: survival, dystopia, suspense

Cass, Kiera
THE SELECTION
SERIES
1. The Selection
2. The Elite
3. The One
4. The Heir
5. The Crown

High drama and romantic tension abound in this fast-paced
dystopian series set in a caste-driven United States.
Headstrong America Singer experiences much inner turmoil
as she vies for Prince Maxon's hand -- and a chance to alter
her status -- while pining for the boy next door. Cutthroat
competitors, rebel attacks and ample plot twists will engage
thrill-seeking readers.
Key words: science fiction, dystopia, romance

Corp, Carey
& Lorie Langdon
DOON SERIES
1. Doon
2. Destined for Doon
3. Shades of Doon
4. Forever Doon
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Embarking on a summer adventure in Scotland, best friends
Veronica and Mackenna find romance and danger when they
are transported to the kingdom of Doon, a hidden village that
appears once every 100 years. Inspired by the musical
Brigadoon.
Key words: time travel, classics inspired fiction, fantasy
romances
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De la Cruz, Melissa
& Michael Johnston
HEART OF DREAD
SERIES
1. Frozen
2. Stolen
3. Golden

More than a century after a catastrophic disaster wiped out
most of humanity and covered much of the earth with ice,
fifteen-year-old Cass yields to the voice in her head urging
her to embark on a dangerous journey across a poisoned sea
to the mythical land, Blue.
Key words: dystopia, science fiction, suspenseful, romantic,
action-packed

Derting, Kimberly
THE TAKING SERIES
1. The Taking
2. The Replaced
3. The Countdown

Waking up after a five-year absence with no memory of what
happened, softball player Kyra Agnew is astonished to
realize that she did not age while she was missing and teams
up with her former boyfriend's now-teenaged younger
brother to figure out what happened.
Key words: science fiction, sarcastic, suspenseful, romance,
memory loss

Despain, Bree
INTO THE DARK
SERIES
1. The Shadow Prince
2. The Eternity Key
3. The Immortal
Throne

In this modern retelling of the Persephone myth, Haden
Lord, the disgraced prince of the Underrealm, is sent to the
mortal world to entice a girl into returning with him to the
land of the dead.
Key words: paranormal romance, mythological fiction,
brooding, romantic

DeStefano, Lauren
INTERNMENT
CHRONICLES
1. Perfect Ruin
2. Burning Kingdoms
3. Broken Crowns

Sixteen-year-old Morgan Stockhour lives in Internment, a
floating city utopia. But when a murder occurs, everything
she knows starts to unravel.
Key words: dystopia, science fiction, suspenseful

Driza, Debra
MILA 2.0 SERIES
1. Mila 2.0
2. Renegade
3. Redemption

Sixteen-year-old Mila discovers she is not who--or what--she
thought she was, which causes her to run from both the CIA
and a rogue intelligence group.
Key words: science fiction, androids, action-packed, fast
paced
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Ewing, Amy
THE LONE CITY
SERIES
1. The Jewel
2. The White Rose
3. The Black Key

Violet, a poor girl from the outer city, finds forbidden
romance and uncovers brutal secrets when, after three years
of training, she is purchased by a royal family as a surrogate
mother for royal children.
Key words: fantasy, fast-paced, magic, dystopia

Finn, Katie
BROKEN HEARTS AND
Devastated after a painful breakup, Gemma faces a
REVENGE SERIES
1. Broken Hearts, Fences, Hamptons summer near a former best friend she wronged
years earlier, a risk that compels her to assume a different
& Other Things to
identity and pursue a relationship with her former friend's
Mend
2. Revenge, Ice Cream, brother.
& Other Things Best Key words: realistic drama, teen chick lit, high drama,
Served Cold
friendship
3. Hearts, Fingers, &
Other Things to Cross

Fisher, Catherine
CHRONOPTIKA
1. The Obsidian
Mirror
2. The Slanted Worlds
3. The Door in the
Moon
4. The Speed of
Darkness

When his father disappears while experimenting with a black
mirror that is a portal to both the past and the future, Jake
encounters obstacles when he tries to use the mirror to find
his father.
Key words: fantasy, compelling, plot-driven

Frey, James
ENDGAME SERIES
1. The Calling
2. Sky Key
3. Rules of the Game

Twelve teens who have prepared their entire lives for an
ancient life-or-death game must finally come to terms with
its arrival, forming tenuous alliances and killing each other
for the chance to be the last one standing and the winner of
the ultimate prize: the ability to save a select group of people
from the end of the world.
Key words: science fiction, large cast of characters, bleak,
suspenseful

George, Elizabeth
THE WHIDBEY
ISLAND SAGA

When her mother abandons her on Whidbey Island,

1. The Edge of Nowhere Washington, a fourteen-year-old girl with psychic abilities
2. The Edge of the
meets a Ugandan orphan with a secret.
Water
Key words: character-driven, atmospheric, suspenseful
3. The Edge of the
Shadows
4. The Edge of the Light
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Gray, Claudia
FIREBIRD SERIES
1. A Thousand Pieces
of You
2. Ten Thousand Skies
Above You
3. A Million Worlds
With You

When eighteen-year-old Marguerite Caine's father is killed,
she must leap into different dimensions and versions of
herself to catch her father's killer and avenge his murder.
Key words: science fiction, action-packed, romantic,
suspenseful, parallel worlds

Green, Sally
HALF BAD TRILOGY
1. Half Bad
2. Half Wild
3. Half Lost

In this action-packed, urban fantasy set in grim modern day
England, a half-caste boy, Nathan, is caught in an
increasingly violent war between white and black witches.
Hunted by killers and haunted by a prophecy, he struggles to
reconcile his mixed-witch parentage. Is he good or evil?
Black or white? For Nathan, it's anything but simple.
Key words: urban fantasy, love stories, action-packed

Southern charm meets high drama and fantasy lore in this
funny series. When cheerleader and model student Harper is
Hawkins, Rachel.
bequeathed with magical fighting abilities -- and destined to
REBEL BELLE SERIES
protect the school nerd -- her perfectly ordered existence
1. Rebel Belle
becomes more than bizarre. Readers will be wholly
2. Miss Mayhem
entertained by the kick-butt fight scenes, sizzling romantic
3. Lady Renegades
chemistry, and playfully snarky banter.
Key words: urban fantasy, suspenseful, witty, teen chick lit
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Hunter, C C
SHADOW FALLS:
AFTER DARK SERIES
1. Reborn
2. Eternal
3. Unspoken
4. Midnight Hour

Shadow Falls vampire Della Tsang teams up with a boy who
might break her heart in order to save everyone she cares
about from a new threat.
Key words: paranormal romance, suspense, summer camps,
love triangle

Landers, Melissa
ALIENATED SERIES
1. Alienated
2. Invaded
3. United

High school senior Cara Sweeney gets more than she
bargained for when she agrees to participate in Earth's first
intergalactic high school exchange program.
Key words: science fiction, romantic, suspenseful
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Lore, Pittacus
LORIEN LEGACIES
SERIES
1. I Am Number Four
2. The Power of Six
3. The Rise of Nine
4. The Fall of Five
5. The Revenge of
Seven
6. The Fate of Ten
7. United as One

In rural Ohio, friendships and a beautiful girl prove
distracting to a fifteen-year-old who has hidden on Earth for
ten years waiting to develop the Legacies, or powers, he will
need to rejoin the other six surviving Garde members and
fight the Mogadorians who destroyed their planet, Lorien.
Key words: science fiction, aliens, fast-paced

Lu, Marie
THE YOUNG ELITES
SERIES
1. The Young Elites
2. The Rose Society
3. The Midnight Star

Adelina Amouteru survived the blood fever, a deadly illness
that killed many, but left others with strange markings and
supernatural powers. Cast out by her family, Adelina joins
the secret society of the Young Elites and discovers her own
dangerous abilities.
Key words: intricately plotted, high fantasy, fast-paced,
atmospheric, strong female character

Meadows, Jodi
ORPHAN QUEEN
DUOLOGY
1. The Orphan Queen
2. The Mirror King

In a world where it is forbidden, refugee Princess
Wilhelmina's ability to do magic might be just the thing to
help reclaim her kingdom, or ruin it forever.
Key words: high fantasy, strong female character, worldbuilding, suspense, romantic

Messenger, Shannon
SKY FALL SERIES
1. Let the Sky Fall
2. Let the Storm Break
3. Let the Wind Rise

Ten years after surviving the tornado that killed his parents,
Vane Weston, now seventeen, has no memory of that fateful
day but dreams of a beautiful girl who, he now learns, is not
only real, she is his guardian sylph, who harnesses the power
of the wind.
Key words: urban fantasy, multiple perspectives, romance

Moriarty, Jaclyn
THE COLOURS OF
MADELEINE SERIES
1. A Corner of White
2. The Cracks in the
Kingdom
3. A Tangle of Gold

Fourteen-year-old Madeleine of Cambridge, England,
struggling to cope with poverty and her mother's illness, and
fifteen-year-old Elliot of the Kingdom of Cello in a parallel
world where colors are villainous and his father is missing,
begin exchanging notes through a crack between their worlds
and find they can be of great help to each other.
Key words: fantasy, whimsical, character-driven,
atmospheric, world-building, emotionally intense
Descriptions, series info, and key words via NoveList and GoodReads.com
Created in 2016 for the Thunder Bay Public Library
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Pearson, Mary E
THE REMNANT
CHRONICLES
1. The Kiss of
Deception
2. The Heart of
Betrayal
3. The Beauty of
Darkness

Princess Lia flees an unwanted marriage and expectations
about her supernatural legacy only to be pursued by her jilted
fiancé and a ruthless assassin.
Key words: high fantasy, strong female character, characterdriven, romantic

Raasch, Sara
SNOW LIKE ASHES
TRILOGY
1. Snow Like Ashes
2. Ice Like Fire
3. Frost Like Night

Orphaned Meira, a fierce chakram-wielding warrior from the
Kingdom of Winter, must struggle to free her people from
the tyranny of an opposing kingdom while also protecting
her own destiny.
Key words: high fantasy, plot-driven, world-building,
spirited

Reedy, Trent
DIVDED WE FALL
TRILOGY
1. Divided We Fall
2. Burning Nation
3. The Last Full
Measure

Danny Wright, seventeen, joined the Idaho Army National
Guard to serve the country as his father had, but when the
Guard is sent to an anti-government protest in Boise and
Danny's gun accidently fires, he finds himself at the center of
a conflict that results in the federal government declaring war
on Idaho.
Key words: dystopian, suspense, thriller, science fiction, fastpaced

Russell, Romina
ZODIAC SERIES
1. Zodiac
2. Wandering Star
3. Black Moon

When a violent blast strikes the moons of Cancer, sending its
ocean planet off-kilter and killing thousands of citizens,
Rhoma Grace, a sixteen-year-old student from House
Cancer, must convince twelve worlds to unite as one Zodiac
against Ophiuchus, the exiled thirteenth Guardian of Zodiac
legend, who has returned to exact his revenge across the
Galaxy.
Key words: science fiction, richly detailed, world-building,
fast paced

Rutkoski, Marie
THE WINNERS
TRILOGY
1. The Winner’s Curse
2. The Winner’s
Crime
3. The Winner’s Kiss

An aristocratic girl who is a member of a warmongering and
enslaving empire purchases a slave, an act that sets in motion
a rebellion that might overthrow her world as well as her
heart.
Key words: high fantasy, complex characters, world
building, suspenseful
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Sanderson, Brandon
RECKONERS SERIES
1. Steelheart
2. Firefight
3. Calamity

This series focuses on the adventures of orphan David and a
shadowy band of Reckoners, a group of normal humans who
battle the super-powerful Epics for control of a dystopian
world. Action-packed, gory, and lightning-fast, these novels
feature high-tech hardware, endless chases and battles, and
occasional silliness to lighten the mood.
Key words: superheroes, compelling, fast-paced

Stiefvater, Maggie
THE RAVEN CYCLE
1. The Raven Boys
2. The Dream Thieves
3. Blue Lily, Lily Blue
4. The Raven King

Blue Sargent's gift seems to be that she makes other people's
talents stronger, and when she meets Gansey, one of the
Raven Boys from the Aglionby Academy, she discovers that
together their talents are a dangerous mix.
Key words: urban fantasy, atmospheric, creepy, compelling

Walters, Eric
THE RULE OF THREE
TRILOGY
1. The Rule of Three
2. Fight For Power
3. Will to Survive

When a viral catastrophe causes a global technological shut
down, 16 year old Adam realizes that his police captain
mother and a retired government spy living next door are key
to his survival.
Key words: apocalypse & then post apocalypse, bleak,
science fiction

Weitz, Chris
THE YOUNG WORLD
TRILOGY
1. The Young World
2. The New Order
3. The Revival

Jefferson, with his childhood friend Donna, leads a tribe of
teenagers in New York City on a dangerous quest to find an
antidote for a mysterious illness that wiped out all adults and
children.
Key words: apocalypse, plot-driven, suspenseful,
compelling

Yancey, Rick
THE 5th WAVE SERIES
1. The 5th Wave
2. The Infinite Sea
3. The Last Star

Cassie Sullivan, the survivor of an alien invasion, must
rescue her young brother from the enemy with help from a
boy who may be one of them.
Key words: post apocalyptic, science fiction, aliens,
invasion, plot-driven, bleak, suspenseful
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Definitions
Action-packed: Pulse-pounding, high-octane excitement is the rule in these books
Apocalyptic & post-apocalyptic: Often the story begins (or makes reference to) our current contemporary
reality as a contrast to life during or after the apocalyptic catalyst. May be man-made, such as nuclear warfare;
medical, like a plague; or something fantastical, like zombies. The story might include attempts to prevent the
apocalypse event, deal with the impact and consequences of the event itself, or after the catastrophe as society is
maintained or redeveloped. Example: The Walking Dead
Atmospheric: These books evoke the story's setting, whether it's a gothic mansion or a small Midwestern town
Bleak: The outlook of these books is dark, frequently devoid of faith in human nature and tending away from
hope or optimism
Character-driven: Interior growth and development of characters is an important element in these books.
Compelling: Incorporating a variety of narrative techniques, from foreshadowing to frequent changes in
perspective, these gripping books have a powerful effect on readers, drawing them irresistibly into the story.
Dystopia: Set in a world where a multitude of things have gone wrong leaving people to survive as best they
can. Oppression is always part of a dystopian society. May develop in response to an environmental disaster or
war. Example: The Hunger Games
Fast-paced: Events in these exciting books unfold rapidly, moving the reader quickly through the story.
High fantasy: Subgenre of fantasy. Set in an entirely fictitious world. Example: Game of Thrones
Intricately plotted: These books have intricate, complicated, or elaborate storylines, often involving multiple
plots or numerous narrative twists and turns.
Paranormal romance: Subgenre of romance. The story is focused on the relationships between characters as
the main plot but there are also supernatural forces involved. Example: Vampire Diaries
Plot-driven: In these books, events rather than characters propel the story forward.
Urban fantasy: Subgenre of fantasy. Has a realistic setting and often takes place in the present day but also
includes supernatural elements. Example: Supernatural (television show)
World-building: These books immerse the reader in a vivid imaginary world with intricacies such as invented
histories, languages, geography, or cultures
Definitions via NoveList
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